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From rainforests and inner city streets of Vancouver, British Columbia, the cast and crew of The
Birdwatcher gathered together to bring this powerful story of loss, love, family and forgiveness
to life.

SHORT SYNOPSIS
The Birdwatcher is the story of Saffron, a single mother of two, who after being diagnosed with
cancer, embarks on a quest to re-connect with her estranged birth mother in the hopes of
finding family for her children.

SYNOPSIS
The Birdwatcher is the story of Saffron, a single mother and no-nonsense social worker. After
being diagnosed with cancer, she comes to realize that if she dies, her children will be left to
grow up without her in an unreliable foster care system. At 14, Lucy is all attitude and in a
permanent battle of wills with her mother. Son Jonah however, embodies the joy and
exuberance of an 8 year-old, completely unaware of his mother’s illness. With few options,
Saffron must face the knowledge that her birth mother, with whom she’s had no contact, may
be her only hope.
Jane ‘Birdy’ Eastman is a celebrated ornithologist and writer, currently on a research sabbatical
with her husband, Finch. Living in an RV park within the rainforest beyond Vancouver, she
awaits pivotal news about if and when her next book will be published. Wanting only to spend
her days among the trees, Birdy is unaware that she will soon meet the daughter she gave up so
long ago.
After discovering the identity of her birth mother Saffron is determined to get to know her. She
arrives at the RV Park, kids in tow, and sets up a tent in a nearby campsite. Birdy is unnerved by
the new arrivals, but Finch quickly warms to the small family. After several uncomfortable
encounters, Saffron chooses a boisterous gathering of bird watchers, including Birdy’s editor,
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Matt, to reveal herself. Birdy is stunned by the news and withdraws.
Birdy’s rejection empowers Saffron to take control of her life and death. No longer hoping for a
miracle, Saffron returns home, puts her affairs in order and uses her precious remaining time to
reconnect with her son and teenage daughter.
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KEY FESTIVALS & AWARDS
Whistler Film Festival – Official Selection
Dances With Films – Official Selection
Female Eye Film Festival – Best Canadian Feature
UBCP/ACTRA Best Actress
Indie Gathering Film Festival – Best Drama, Best Director, Best Lead Actress & Best Supporting
Actress
Vancouver Women in Film Festival – Official Selection
California Independent Film Festival – Official Selection
9 Leo nominations including Best Motion Picture - Won Best Director
Southampton Film Festival – Official Selection
5 Southampton nominations - Won Best Screenplay
Maverick Screen Awards – 5 nominations – Won Best Supporting Actress
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WHAT THE PRESS ARE SAYING
"The Birdwatcher, supported by an amazingly talented cast,
unfolds a beautiful, moving narrative that is a must see."
Cine In Style
"The Birdwatcher was an incredibly beautiful surprise, in every way. Not only was the
acting superb, but the cinematographer and director made sure to have some beautiful
sweeping shots that helped bring the movie to life and have it be larger than life. The
writing was so eloquent and the characters were full and real. I really cannot say enough
about this film.”
The Huffington Post
“… it’s the style and attention to character from (Director) Siobhan Devine that
set’s this movie apart”
efilmcritic

“…even though we know it’s coming, it still packs an emotional wallop when it arrives.
In fact, the whole film features that kind of quiet effectiveness. It doesn’t demand
noisy approval, but you might want to tweet about it.”
The National Post

"... and smaller, harder-to-find treasures like the Camille
Sullivan/Gabrielle Rose two-hander The Birdwatcher..."
The Georgia Straight

“This one is going to leave you in tears, but if you’re
ready for that kind of moving experience, don’t pass this one up.”
Toronto Film Scene
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DIRECTOR/PRODUCER

SIOBHAN DEVINE
BIO: Siobhan Devine is a Vancouver based filmmaker and works as a film and television director.
She has directed episodes on shows including CBC’s Kim’s Convenience; Nickelodeon’s I Am
Frankie and Nicky, Ricky, Dicky & Dawn; the Netflix Original Series Some Assembly Required;
YTV’s Mr. Young and The Stanley Dynamic; and Hulu sitcom Package Deal for which she won a
2015 Leo Award for Best Direction. Siobhan has also directed several award winning short films
including OMG which opened the 2013 Palm Springs Shortfest; Breakfast with Gus which
premiered at TIFF; and, the controversial documentary My Tango with Porn. In 2013, Siobhan
was awarded WIFTV’s Spotlight Image Award as best emerging filmmaker as well as the WIDC
Feature Film Award. The Birdwatcher is Siobhan’s debut feature.
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DIRECTOR’S STATEMENT: The Birdwatcher begins with the central theme of three generations
of women, mother, daughter and mother. The film raises many what ifs… What if the child you
gave up for adoption shows up one day at your home? What if you finally track down your
birthmother and she rejects you – again? What if you’re married to a woman with a secret past?
What if you’re dying and have no living family? Tragedy can make people behave in a way that is
contrary to their nature and in The Birdwatcher tragedy makes people face the worst and the
best about themselves. Both the writer and I have deeply personal reasons for making this film
as we have both been touched by the loss of dear loved ones who faced unimaginable choices
as they prepared their lives to continue without them.
In December of 2011, just before Christmas I got news that a dear friend of mine had died of
complications due to lung cancer. My friend was a social worker, a filmmaker and single mother
and the hardest part of dying was that she would miss every milestone: her daughter’s
graduation, first date, first job. It was heartbreaking. Then in June of 2012, just as my filmmaking
partner, Roslyn Muir and I were finishing our first short film OMG, she sent me an early draft of
The Birdwatcher. The script was not the story of my friend but it was the story of her heart and
from the moment I turned the last page of the script there was not a hint of doubt that I would
make this film.
The Birdwatcher was made on a micro budget and for 14 amazing crazy days we shot in the rain
and in the mud and in my house lifting the words off the page and bringing this story to life.
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W R I T E R/P R O D U C E R

ROSLYN MUIR
Scottish born Muir is an award winning screenwriter, story editor and producer. The
Birdwatcher is her first feature film. She has several produced made for TV movies, all thrillers,
which have been distributed in Canada, US and across Europe. Roslyn’s feature comedy script,
Unravelled, is a winner of the Praxis Screenplay Competition and her feature drama Hold the
Sky, has development funding from Corus Made with Pay and BC Film. She wrote and produced
the short film, OMG, starring Gabrielle Rose, which premiered at VIFF in 2012, at Palm Springs in
2013, and was broadcast on CBC. She has an MFA in Creative Writing from the University of
British Columbia, and lives in Vancouver.
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THE CAST

CAMILLE SULLIVAN (Saffron) was nominated for a Gemini Award for her portrayal of Amy Lynch
on the television series Shattered, playing opposite Callum Keith Rennie. Camille was also
nominated for a Gemini for her portrayal of Francine Reardon, the volatile cocaine and alcohol
addicted ex-wife of a west coast crime boss, in the critically acclaimed Intelligence, a television
series from DaVinci’s Inquest creator Chris Haddock. Other recent television credits include
recurring roles on Rookie Blue and Hellcats and guest stars on such shows as Falling Skies,
Combat Hospital, Alcatraz, Flashpoint and The Killing.
Past film projects include Carl Bessai’s multiple award winning dramatic feature film, Normal.
Camille’s performance in Normal won her a Leo Award for Best Actress in a Feature Length Film.
Other starring roles include Mount Pleasant, written and directed by Ross Weber, as well as,
Mothers and Daughters and Sisters & Brothers, two improvised films directed by Carl Bessai, for
which she earned Leo nominations and won a UBCP Award (Sisters & Brothers). Most recently
Camille played the leading role in the limited series The Disappearance and can be seen next in
Robert Cooper’s CBC mini series Unspeakable.
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GABRIELLE ROSE (Birdy) is a veteran of film, TV
and Stage. The past year has been a busy one,
with several projects completed. Two4One,
directed by Maureen Bradley, recently
screened at the Vancouver Film Festival and
was the opening gala film at the Available Light
film Festival in Whitehorse, Yukon. She was
seen on stage in Robin Baitz’, Other Desert
Cities at the Arts Club and earlier this year,
reprised her role as Samantha on the hit series
Continuum.
Gabrielle was honoured to get the chance to
play Gran in If I Stay, alongside Stacey Keach
and directed by RJ Cutler. She can also be seen
in a cameo role as the French proprietress in
Hector and the Pursuit of Happiness, starring
Simon Pegg and directed by Peter Chelsom. In
early 2015, Gabrielle is scheduled to play a role
in Connor Gaston’s upcoming feature The
Devout.
In 2014, Gabrielle had a lead role in Bruce
Sweeney’s The Dick Knost Show, which received the Spotlight Award for best BC film at VIFF in
2013, and marked her first foray into executive producing. Gabrielle won the UBCP/ ACTRA
award for her performance in Sweeney’s Crimes of Mike Recket in November of 2013, and
received her fifth Leo for her performance in The Corpse and the Courier, last May.
Gabrielle has done numerous other features, including Atom Egoyan’s films, The Sweet
Hereafter, which received the National board of Reviews best ensemble cast award, Family
Viewing, in which she was nominated for a Genie, Speaking Parts, in which she was again
nominated for Genie, and The Adjuster. Other works include The Rhino Brothers, which earned
her a Leo Award, and Excited, where she nabbed both a Leo Award and Vancouver Critics
Award. In Car Bessai’s Mothers and Daughters, which screened at the Calgary Film Festival,
Gabrielle secured both a jury prize and a Genie nomination.
Recently Gabrielle has been very pleased to partake in several mentorship programs for Langara
Film School, Women in Film and TV Vancouver, and FYA. Gabrielle was a recipient of a Walk of
Fame star in 2009 and received ‘ Woman of the Year’ honours from WIFT-V in 2008.
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MATREYA FEDOR (Lucy) started her screen
career at the tender age of nine. She is one of
the stars of the hit YTV & Disney XD show, Mr.
Young, featured in 80 episodes. Matreya also had
a recurring role in the popular Nickelodeon TV
series The Troop, and has had a guest starring
role opposite Jensen Ackles and Jared Padelecki
in the hit sci-fi series Supernatural, has appeared
on Eureka, and performed in such movies of the
week as In My Mother’s Footsteps and Love
Notes. She is currently a regular on the Hallmark
Channel show, Cedar Cove.
On the big screen, Matreya starred opposite Ryan
Reynolds and Emily Mortimer in Chaos Theory
and appeared in the feature films Slithers,
Trapped Ashes and The Breakup Artist. Her
credits also include the short films, No Bikini,
Sunshine Girl, Daysleeper and OMG. Over the
past seven years she has performed in over 35
commercials
JAKOB DAVIES (Jonah) is a Canadian born actor
who began his career in 2009 and was featured in
several National and International
commercials. Jakob quickly transitioned to
television and movies where he has been cast in
over 24 productions to date. He has been
fortunate to portray iconic characters such as
"Lex Luther" on Smallville and the recurring role
of "Pinocchio" on ABC'S Once Upon A Time.
Jakob has worked with Director Jean-Pierre
Juenet (Amelie) in The Young and Prodigious
Spivet, and co-starred with Chloe Grace Moretz in
the feature film If I Stay. Most recently Jakob can
be seen in the feature film The Humanity Project
with Nicholas Cage and Sarah Lind.
Despite his acting credits, Jakob remains grounded attending public school where he enjoys
spending time with his friends. He participates in team sports (football) and continues to love
acting where he strives to be his best in each and every project put before him.
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GARWIN SANFORD (Finch) graduated from the highly respected Studio 58. Cast in hundreds of
projects including recurring roles in over 15 television series, such as Stargate SG1, Stargate
Atlantis, and Hawkeye, Garwin has been nominated four times for Best Actor, in particular for
his work in The Barber opposite Jeremy Ratchford and Malcolm McDowell; Hard Time: The
David Milgaard Story with fellow Canadian favorites, Gabrielle Rose and Ian Tracey; and for his
starring role in Deadman’s Gun.
Some of his favorite roles include playing Jack Lemmon’s son in The Long Journey Home, costarring opposite Farrah Fawcett in Small Sacrifices. He also enjoyed working with Clive Owen in
the 2014 released, Words and Pictures, and playing The King, in ABC’s Once Upon a Time in
Wonderland.
Garwin has been teaching acting and filmmaking at Langara College Film Arts program, a division
of Studio 58, since 2005 and in spring 2014 he took over as head of the overall Film Arts
program. In 2010, he directed his first feature film, Rain Down, which is distributed by Myriad
Pictures
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PRODUCERS
ALEXANDRA RAFFÉ – PRODUCER & EXECUTIVE PRODUCER
Alex has been producing for 30 years. Her feature films (most notably I’ve Heard the Mermaids
Singing, Zero Patience and I Love a Man in Uniform) have collectively won 11 Canadian Genie
Awards. Alex moved into television 15 years ago with the development and production of three
seasons of the hybrid series, Zixx, for YTV. She also acted as Supervising Producer on
Thunderbird Films’ animated pre-school series, Zigby, which was a co-production with Singapore
and Australia. In 2009, Alex joined Thunderbird Films as its Vice-President of Production, and
produced its prime time procedural Endgame as well as the Digital Emmy winning Endgame
Interactive. Subsequently she has produced 80 episodes of the teen hit multi-cam sitcom, Mr
Young, for Corus and Disney XD; three season of Some Assembly Required, another hit series for
YTV; and, two seasons of the prime time multi-cam sitcom, Package Deal, for Rogers/Hulu. Alex
is currently in production on CBC’s hit television series Kim’s Convenience.

INES EISSES – PRODUCER
The Birdwatcher is Ines’ second feature. In 2012, she co-produced Cinemanovels, a feature film
with acclaimed director, Terry Miles and starring Jennifer Beals and Lauren Lee Smith. It
premiered at the 2013 Toronto International Film Festival and the film subsequently received an
Honorable Mention for Best BC Film at the 2013 Vancouver International Film Festival. Ines also
produces CRAZY8’s, an 8-day filmmaking challenge that provides funding and support to
emerging filmmakers. She executive produced the six winning films and Gala Event along with
Executive Director, Paul Armstrong. In 2015, Ines produced REAL FICTION, a Kirk Caouette film
and should be ready for the big screen in 2016. After leading a successful career in finance, she
graduated with Honors from UBC’s Sauder School of Business, under the Entertainment
Administration Program. During this time, she produced and launched an interactive
edutainment game for the iOS platform entitled, The Dolphin - Ocean Rescue, based on the
book by best-selling Peruvian author, Sergio Bambaren, and produced subsequent animated film
The Dolphin: Story of a Dreamer.

CAROL WHITEMAN – EXECUTIVE PRODUCER
A two-time Governor General’s Award-nominee and multiple award-winner for promoting
women’s equality and advancing talent in Canada’s screen industry, Carol is best known as cocreator and producer of the internationally respected Women In the Director’s Chair (WIDC)
program. She has produced over 150 short films through WIDC, and through the WIDC Feature
Film Award she executive produced the Leo Award-winning Lucille’s Ball directed by Lulu Keating
and supported the production and completion of Amazon Falls (director, Katrin Bowen) and
Sitting on the Edge of Marlene (director, Ana Valine).
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CREATIVE TEAM
PETER F. WOESTE csc – DIRECTOR OF PHOTOGRAPHY

Peter’s 42-year career has been recognized with over 18 awards and nominations including
three Gemini Award nominations, an American Society of Cinematographers nomination, a
Canadian Society of Cinematographers Award, three Leo nominations, a Blizzard Award and
others. His work as camera operator on the television movie, Christmas Snow, was recognized
with an Emmy Award for Best Cinematography in 1987.

DARIA ELLERMAN – EDITOR

Daria Ellerman, C.C.E. is a picture editor with over 20 years experience working in
documentaries, television series and feature films. Credits include over 150 hours of television
series including Shattered, Samurai Girl, Jpod, The Dead Zone, Stargate, The Outer Limits, The
Chris Isaak Show, The Collector and Blood Ties with directors Bryan Singer, Holly Dale, Jon
Cassar, Bryan Spicer, Michael Robison, Pat Williams, Rachel Talalay and Mike Clattenberg.
Recent long-form work includes Mina Shum’s Meditation Park, Christmas on Chestnut Street
directed by Anne Wheeler and The Building directed by Terry Ingram. She has been nominated
for 7 Leo Awards and a Gemini Award as picture editor, and won a Leo Award in 2005 for her
work on the television series, The Collector.

JENNIFER ROWORTH – COMPOSER

Jennifer Roworth is a composer, electronic music producer, re-mixer and DJ. She's composed
original music for the short film OMG, remixed tracks for the video game Need for Speed and
most recently created original music for the feature film The Birdwatcher. When composing she
fuses her love for electronic sounds and textured instrumentation with orchestral elements
creating a rich tapestry of non-traditional essentials. She gained this abundance of blending
experience from releasing records as an electronic music producer, under the aliases
‘Queensyze’ and ‘Supercycle’.
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TECHNICAL SPECS

GENRE: DRAMA
FORMAT: 1080p
ASPECT RATIO: 1:85
FRAME RATE: 23:98 fps
RUNNING TIME: 89 mins.

CAMILLE SULLIVAN as “Saffron”
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GABRIELLE ROSE as “Birdy”

GARWIN SANFORD as “Finch”
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CAMILLE SULLIVAN as “Saffron” & AIDAN DEVINE as “Wynn”
MATREYA FEDOR as “Lucy” & ERIKA MCKITRICK as “Kaitlyn”
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JAKOB DAVIES as “Jonah”, MATREYA FEDOR as “Lucy” & CAMILLE SULLIVAN as “Saffron”

CAROLE WHITEMAN, GARWIN SANFORD & GABRIELLE ROSE
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